Rainfall retrieval from satellite passive microwave brightness temperatures has been investigated by many researchers (Wilheit et al. 1977 , Spencer et al. 1986 , 1989 , Kummerow et al. 1994 , and Smith, et al. 1994 by the surfacedistorts the brightnesstemperaturepattern from the surfacerain field. The 3-D effectsarealsoreportedby Liu (1996 )andBaueretal. (1998 .
To computemicrowavebrightnesstemperaturesfor a tilted system, a 3-D radiative transfer modelmustbeusedto accountfor the effectof the tilt. In this paper,we usethe 3-D backward
MonteCarlo radiativetransfermodeldevelopedby Roberti et al. (1994) (1996) and is depicted in Fig.2a , where a 51 km x 51 km x 0.5 km thick cuboidal cloud is centered over a 5 km x 5 km x 4.5 km rain shaft and a 5 km x 5 km x 1 km ice layer is centered over the cloud layer. 5 km x 5 km is chosen because the TMI has such a resolution for 85 GHz. Following the Wilheit et al. (1977) , the cloud model assumes that the relative humidity increases linearly from 80% at the surface to 100% at the freezing level of 5 km. The temperature of the atmosphere increases from 0 K at the freezing level to 305 K at surface with a lapse rate of 6.5 K/km, and the wind speed at the surface is set to 0 m/s. In order to account for the effect of tilt, we modified this model by assuming that the central rain shaft is tilted 45°. Figure 2b and (1984) . The discussion of this geometric shift is beyond the scope of this paper. The second difference is that the Tb for gr = 180°is less than the Tb for gr --0°. This is resulted from the different radiative transfer paths which one passes the cloud ice layer ( _ = 180°) while the other does not ( gr = 0°). The ice scattering creates a difference between the two viewing directions more than 20 K (see A_ and A+ in Fig. 3 ). Figure 4 shows the brightness temperatures of the tilted cloud for 85 GHz. The tilted rain column is also overlaid on the figure. Unlike the 19 GHz channel that responds to liquid hydrometers at lower layers in the cloud, the 85 GHz channel responds primarily to the ice on the top of a cloud. Thus, the 85 GHz brightness temperatures for azimuth angles of 0°and 180°d epress at the same location where there is ice. However, the low Tb85 is shifted from the surface rainfall field due to tilt. Besides depression, the Tb85 is warmer than the background at the satelliteviewing sides(seeA+ andA-in Fig. 4 ). This feature,resultingfrom the "reflected image",hasbeendiscoveredby Olson (personal notesin 1989?)andreportedby Petty(1994) . It canbeexplainedby the fact thatthe emissionfrom liquid waterat lower layersis reflectedby the surface. This phenomena exists in all 85 GHz images shown later. For the azimuth angel N = 0°, the emission directly from liquid water at lower layers can also be observed by the satellite.
The saw-like curve of Tb85 at A+ is probably due to the discontinuity of the tilted cloud layers.
For the azimuth angel If = 180°, the increase of Tb85 at A_ is caused by radiation from the side of the cloud layers and then reflected by the surface. The smoother change of Tb85 at B+ and B_ in Fig. 4 is probably due to radiation leakage at the cloud edge. 
Results
where N(D) is the number of drops of diameter between D and D+dD per unit volume, NO is the intercept parameter and 2, is the slope of the distribution given by:
The typical intercept parameters used in the GCE model for rain, snow and graupel are 0.08 cm-4, 0.04 cm "4, and 0.04 cm -4, respectively. The density of rain, snow and graupel are 1 g cm "3, Fig. 9a and 9b with Fig. 6a and 6b , one can see that the low resolution TMI data have smoothed features, such as the leading edge of squall line, compared to the high resolution images.
For the SSM/I resolution, which is presented in Fig. 9c and 9d , the squall line is barely apparent when viewed from the rear of the system.
Although the strong emission of the squall line is still visible at both TMI and SSM/I resolutions when viewed from the leading edge, the difference of brightness temperature across the segment AA' for azimuth angles of 0°and 180°is very small (see Fig. 11 a and Fig. 13a ). GCEmodelat TMI andSSM/I resolutionsfor gt = 0°a nd gt --180°respectively.Sincethe 85 GHz brightnesstemperaturefor TMI hasa resolution of 5km, it almost retainsthe featuresat the GCE model's resolution (see Fig.10aand 10b) .
Figures10a-10dpresentTb85fromthe
Although Tb85from SSM/I showthe smoothedGCEmodelfeatures,the higherthan background Tb85dueto emissionfrom the sideof the cloudareclearlydisplayedin Fig. 10cand 10d a. Case of January, 05, 1998
A convective system from 5 January 1998 is depicted in Fig. 15 . Figure 15a displays the near surface PR reflectivity and Figure  15b shows the cross section of reflectivity along line AA'. Although the brightnesstemperaturesvary more smoothly due to the degradationof spatial resolution, the shift betweenthe maximumTbl9 and minimumTb85 are still apparentin Fig.   17c . Fig. 19 and Fig. 20 respectively. Comparing to Fig. 18 GHz brightness temperatures along the line AA' can be seen in both TMI (Fig. 19c ) and SSM/I data (Fig. 20c ). The investigation of brightness temperatures in tilted systems suggests that care must be taken when scattering information from 85 GHz data is used as an indicator of surface rainfall or other index, such as separationof convectiveand stratiform regions (Anagnostouand Kummerow, 1996 ,Hong, et al. 1999 . This is particularly true for the higherresolutionTMI 85 GHz data.
Using TMI data only, it may be difficult to detectthe directionof tilt andremovethe effect of tilt in surfacerainfall retrieval. Combinedwith high resolutionPRdata,however, the effectof tilt canbereduced, andthe surfacerainfall retrievalfrom satellitedatawill beimproved. GHz; and c) Tb85 and Tbl9 along the cross line of AA'.
Figure 20 Same as the Fig. 19 except for SSMM observations. 
